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The low-temperature birefringence of spontaneously ordered GaInP is 
studied by using polarized transmission spectroscopy at 5 K. Refractive 
indexes n,, n, and the birefringence An,, = n, -n, are obtained by 
applying two independent techniques: (1) measuring the polarized trans- 
mission spectra with polarization parallel to each of the two cleaved edges 
individually; and (2) measuring one transmission spectrum with a cross- 
polarization configuration. The results of these two techniques are 
consistent, and both give &rn,, - 0.02 near the band-gap of partially 
ordered GaInP. Exact and approximate formulae have been derived for 
analyzing the cross-polarization spectrum. A possible device-polarization 
rotator-is proposed based on the in-plane birefringence. 0 1997 Elsevier 
Science Ltd 
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Spontaneously generated CuPta ordering in the 
Gao.sIno,sP alloy [1] changes its crystal symmetry from 
Td to Cj,. This symmetry change results in alterations to 
both the electronic and optical properties of the alloys 
[l-3]. Because of its uniaxial symmetry, birefringence 
and dichroism are expected in the ordered alloy. Phe- 
nomena closely related to dichroism and birefringence 
have been demonstrated in ordered GaInP alloys by a 
variety of polarized spectroscopy methods [2,4-g]. Not 
until very recently have explicit values for the room- 
temperature birefringence near the fundamental band- 
gap been obtained [lo] by studying the light propagation 
in an AlGaInP/GaInP/AlGaInP waveguide. Howevar, the 
technique of [lo] is not only experimentally complicated, 
which involves making the waveguide, coupling the 
light into and measuring the light propagation In the 
waveguide, but also requires a rather sophisticated 
method - a transfer-matrix method for anisotropic 
planar waveguides - for analyzing the data. Also, the 
mean refractive index n was taken from another 
measurement in order to obtain An. In this work, we 
use two much simpler techniques, both technically and 
analytically, to obtain the low-temperature birefringence 
in a CuPt ordered alloy, which not only yields 
An = n, -n,, but also n,, and n, (the ordinary and 

extraordinary refractive indices) separately. In short, 
we measure the normal-incident transmission spectra 
with (1) polarization parallel to each of the two cleaved 
edges individually and (2) cross polarization between the 
two directions bisecting the cleaved edges. The spectra 
are analyzed with simple formulae which we have 
derived for each of the geometries. Birefringence as 
small as one part in a thousand can be readily measured, 
which was believed not to be possible by interferometric 
methods [lo]. 

An 8.8 pm thick ordered GaInP epilayer with its 
substrate removed was used for this study. By using a 
relatively thick sample, the intrinsic Fabry-Perot trans- 
mission peaks become sensitive indicators of the refrac- 
tive index [ 111. The lattice-matched sample was grown 
using atmospheric-pressure organometallic vapor phase 
epitaxy on a (00 1) GaAs wafer miscut 6’ toward 
(1 1 l)B. The sample is strongly ordered with a band 
gap EB (10 K) = 1.920 eV and a valence-band splitting 
E vbs = 23 meV, measured by photoluminescence excita- 
tion spectroscopy. It has large single-variant ordered 
domains on the order of 1 pm (measured using TEM) 
as well as a specular surface. The light source was a 
spatially filtered tungsten filament, focused to a 50 pm 
diameter spot. Two polarizers with extinction better than 
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Fig. 1. Transmission spectra of an ordered GaInP* 
epilayer with the polarizations of the incident and trans- 
mitted beams both in the [l- 1 0] or [i 1 0] directions. 

low5 were used to select the polarization of the incident 

and the transmitted beams. 
Figure 1 shows the 5 K transmission spectra with two 

polarizers aligned parallel to each other either along the 
[I 1 0] or [i 1 0] directions (the ordering direction is 
defined along the [l 1 1 j). The spectrum of the e- or 
[ 1 1 O]-polarization shifts to the short (long) wavelength 
side with respect to the u- or [i 1 O]-polarization when 
the wavelength h is shorter (longer) than approximately 
715 nm, which indicates the existence of the birefrin- 
gence, as well as a sign change. The birefringence is 
clearly stronger near the bandgap and the direction of the 
displacement gives the sign, i.e. np < n, near E,. The 
results of Fig. 1 are further confirmed by that of Fig. 2 

which shows the transmission spectrum for cross polar- 
ization, with one polarizer aligned in the [ 1 0 0] direction 
and the other one in the orthogonal [0 1 0] direction. The 
increasing amplitude of the transmission for energy 
closer to the band-gap confirms that the birefringence 
is enhanced near the band gap. 

where i = o or 6,6i = 2rdnilh and ri = (ni - l)l(ni + 1). 
ct = - 2<r, f &[( 1 - r,)< 1 - &I and c2 = 

2( 1 + rz + ri)/[( 1 - rz)( 1 - t-i)]. d is the sample thick- 
ness. Equation (I) has the same functional form as that 
for an isotropic film in air, but here the refractive indices 
which are different for the two polarizations are n, and 
ne = non,/ n3 sinZ(d - at?) + n,2 cos2(8 - Se), where 

8 = arccos (l/&) = 54.74” is the angle between 

[ 1 1 I] and [O 0 1 ] directions and 68 = 6” is the substrate 
tilt angle toward the [l 1 11s direction. Without direct 
access to the uniaxis, we can still obtain the refractive 

index along this principle axis through the relation given 
above. 

There are a few ways of using the data of Fig. 1. 

Firstly, from the displacement of the extrema of inter- 
ference fringes, we can obtain An&i by using a relation 
An&i = A&/>;, where An& and A&,, are differences, 5 
and i are means and h, and &, are the extremum 
positions for the two polarizations. This does not require 
knowledge of the epilayer thickness d and the exact order 
of the interference m, but the dispersion is assumed to be 
small; Secondly, if m and d are known, by applying the 
extremum conditions: mh = 2nd (maxima) or 

(m + 1/2)h = 2nd (minima) to each curve, we can 
obtain both n, and no. Thirdly, we can solve for n, or 
n6 by applying equation (1) to the spectra at the extrema 
without knowing d. However, this method requires a 
high accuracy in the intensity, which is much more 

difficult to achieve than the necessary accuracy for the 
extremum positions. In reality, the intensity may be 
affected for instances by surface scattering and the 
residual absorption below the band-gap. The less-than- 
100% transmission in Fig. 1 is likely due to surface 
scattering. 

We can also make use of the cross polarization 
data of Fig. 2. Knowing d and m, we can obtain fi and 
An,0 in the following manner. Equation (2) can be 
simplified as 

Toe = 
sin2(&J2)( 1 - P2)2( 1 + 2r2 cos (2X) + r4) 

[1 - 2r2 cos (28 - S,,) + ?I[1 - 29 cos (28 + 6,8) + $1 
(3) 

Following a genera1 theory [ 121 for light propagating where 8 = 2udiilX, Boo = 2rdAnJX and ? = 

in a layer with optical anisotropy, assuming no absorption, (fi - l)/(fi + 1). For practical purposes, equation (3) is a 

we arrive at these fairly simple formulae for the transmis- very good approximation even with a fairly strong 
sion intensities of the three polarization configurations: anisotropy. There are two characteristic periodicites 8 

T. - (1 + 4r? sin2(&)/( 1 - r?)2)- ’ 
and 800 in equation (3). 8 determines the extrema of 

I-- , I I t (I) the fine structure as shown in Fig. 2 and &,a describes the 

T, = a{ T,, + Te - T,Te[c, cos (6, + 6,) dephasing of the o- and e-waves and determines 

+ c2 cos (6, - Se)1 I, (2) 
the extrema of the envelope of the fine structure. The 
extrema of the fine structure approximately appear at 
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Fig. 2. Transmission spectra of an ordered GaInI’ epi- 
layer with the polarization of the incident beam in the 
[l 0 0] and that of the transmitted beam in the [0 1 0] 
directions. 

X = 2&m and X = 2fidl(m + l/2). The intensity at these 
extrema are given as 

Td[X = (2iid)lm]= 
sin*(6&/2)( 1 - F4)* 

[ 1 - 23 cos (6&) + ?]2 
(4) 

Td[h = (2iid)l(m + l/2)] = 
sin2(&/2)( 1 - r2)4 

[ 1 + 2T.z cos (6&) f YT 

(5) 

Equations (4) and (5) are very good approxim’stions 
when cos (AoO) is not too close to 0. When 
cos (6,,) > 0, equation (4) gives maxima and equation 
(5) gives minima; when cos (a&) < 0, the reverse is true. 
According to equations (4) and (5), the envelope Iof the 
maxima or minima is mainly determined by the term 
sin2(6J2), or, when the anisotropy is very small, by 
A&. 

Figure 3 shows An&i by applying the first and 
second methods to Fig. 1. For the second method, n, 
and n0 are first obtained and then used to calculate 
An&. The third method is used to determine the 
thickness d as 8.8 + 0.1 pm, which agrees with the 
measured value using profilometry to within 0.2 pm. 
The orders of the interference fringes are determined 
by comparing the extrema at two sample positions. with 
thickness differing by one half wavelength and the value 
m. = 69 is identified for the first maximum. Also shown 
in Fig. 3 is An&i obtained by analyzing the cross- 
polarization data, where the A are calculated at the 
extrema and Ano8 are obtained by solving equation (4). 
with its sign assigned according to the direction of the 
displacement shown in Fig. 1. The results of these three 
different methods are reasonably close to each other. The 
first method is expected to exhibit a systematic error in 
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Fig. 3. Relative difference of n,, and ne obtained by three 
different methods of analyzing the polarized transmis- 
sion spectra. 

the region where the dispersion is not so small, as seen 
near the band-gap. 

To check the consistency of our analysis, we generate 
the cross-polarization curve with n,) and no obtained from 
the parallel-polarization data, as plotted in Fig. 2. The 
simulated curve is indeed very close to the real experi- 
mental result. The deviation near the band-gap is because 
the absorption is not considered in the simulation. As 
shown in the simulated curve, nearly 100% transmission, 
i.e. a 90” rotation of the polarization, is realized near the 
band-gap when the absorption is ignored. In fact, it is 
possible to shift the appearance of the 90°-rotation to a 

wavelength further away from the band-gap by increas- 
ing the epilayer thickness or the degree of ordering, 
which may lead to a possible device application of this 
feature in for example a polarization rotator. 

Finally, the birefringence n, - n, obtained from the 
parallel and cross polarization data are shown in Fig. 4. 
Although the magnitude of the birefringence obtained in 
this work is similar to that of [lo] (because of the similar 
band-gap reductions), low-temperature data will be more 
useful for comparing with future theoretical calculation, 
since at room temperature, the birefringence near the 
band gap is distorted by the broadened absorption 

spectrum. 
It is worth pointing out that the cross-polarization 

technique has been used previously to study the birefrin- 
gence in semiconductor quantum wells [13- 151, where 
the birefringence is obtained by analyzing the undulation 
of the envelope describing by sin2(6J2) 1151 or the 
extrema determined by the dephasing b,e [13, 141. For a 
more accurate analysis, equations (2)-(S) should be 
used. 

The birefringence is related to the ordering induced 
change in the band structure. The sign of the birefrin- 
gence can be understood as a result of the polarization 
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Fig. 4. Birefringence obtained by analyzing parallel and 
cross polarization transmission spectra. 

dependence of the transition matrix element, because the 
contribution of each individual band to the dielectric 
constant is proportional to the square of the matrix 
element. As the topmost valence-band states in an 
ordered alloy have the symmetry ]3/2, + 3/2)[, , ,], the 
transition matrix element is much smaller for the [I 1 I] 
polarization than for the [i 1 0] [ 161. This is the key 
factor which determines that n, > n, near the band-gap, 
although the quantitative difference includes the contri- 
bution from other bands. The line-shape of the dielectric 
function near the band gap has been modeled by an eight- 
band k.p model in a study of reflectance difference 
spectroscopy of the ordered GaInP [ 171. From that 
study, the birefringence is expected to maximize at the 
band-gap and changes sign above the band-gap. 

In summary, for first time the low-temperature 
birefringence of ordered GaInP has been obtained by 
applying two techniques of polarized transmission 
spectroscopy: (1) two parallel polarizations and (2) one 
cross-polarization. The first technique is similar to that 
used to measure the average refractive index in [I 11. The 
second is intuitively similar to ellipsometry, but much 
more immune to surface artifacts. The spectra reveal the 
birefringence in a straightforward and transparent way 
and the quantitative analysis is relatively simple using 
the formulae derived. The measurement and the analysis 
are for crystals with trigonal symmetry, but they are 
applicable to crystals with other uniaxial symmetry. The 
results of the two methods are consistent and both give 
An - 0.02 near the band-gap of partially ordered GaInP. 
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